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Vendor Displays
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(Discount O.E.M. Parts)
Used BMW Cars &
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Electrodyne Open
House and "One Day
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People's Choice
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PRING IS HERE!! After spending the weekend at Summit Point in the snow, I am ready
for some warm weather! If you hear me complain this summer about hot weather, please hit
me. I am sick of cold weather!

The Frostbite drivers school went well due to
the hard work of our new drivers school coordinator. With a little help of his friends, Al Zavala
proved that he will continue our drivers school
with the success that we have become accustomed to. On Saturday afternoon, a recent
graduate of the Skip Barber's School commented that he felt our school was better run and
that he actually learned more! Correct me if I'm
wrong, but Skip Barber gets approximately
$1,500 for his school. For a $1,400 savings, I
will use my own car. A special round of
applause to Ed Nazarko for his professional
class room presentation, David Roach for
doing registration, Paulette Leeper for MAKING
Saturday's lunch and arranging Sunday's
lunch, and to all of the CORNER WORKERS
who braved the cold weather! We couldn't do it
without everyone helping. GREAT JOB AL!
Please take the time to look at the calendar. We
have once again planned a wide variety of
events. We have paid our dues to the weathermeister with two events cancelled due to bad
weather. The rest of our events will have beautiful weather. We have our regularly scheduled
events with a few new additions. I have worked
out having David Hobbs speak for us. Chris
Leeper has arranged the Flying Circus
Aerodrome. This should give everyone a wide
spectrum to chose from. Some of us will attend
all of them, and I want to encourage you to do
the same. Most are free with the exception of
the Concours and Drivers School.
As many know, Sarah and I are avid sports car
racing fans. We have been fortunate enough to
attend races at most of the circuits along the
east coast. Typically, sports car racing fans are
very similar. You see enthusiast cars in the
parking area, many times in a corral. Most wear
nice casual clothing with the occasional driver
showing off his favorite marque by wearing a
shirt claiming the same. On a rare occasion,
you may see Ayrton Senna displayed on the
back of a lovely female race fan. (If Sarah is
there!) Nikons are in abundance, as are quality
bottles of beer. NOT AT A NASCAR!!! We ventured out of our neighborhood in March for the
Richmond 400. Is it 400 kilometers? NOT! 400
laps? Maybe. I think it was 400 miles, but the
track isn't exactly 1 mile long, so what about

the extra distance covered? On Sunday morning we headed south on I-95. Immediately the
Dale Earnhardt stickers appeared in everyone's back window. (Pickup trucks don't have
rear side windows) Upon arrival at the fair
grounds, I asked "where is the BMW CCA corral?". The attendant thought maybe they had
corrals at the state fair, but he wasn't sure.
"Park over dar nex to dat yelar truck" I looked
around for someone else in a furin car, but we
were all alone. No Detroit jokes today. After we
grilled marinated pork tenderloin for lunch, we
headed inside for our day of "racin". Good
seats near the start finish line. Nice sunny day.
Warm enough that a sweat shirt will surface.
Not bad. St. Louis and Milwaukee appear to be
making good money today. The local police
station furnishes the singer for the National
Anthem. "Gentlemen start your engines."
VROOOM. Damn those V-8's are loud! After
the first pit stop, Sarah replies that she bets
they pull in for aspirin. "They have to be dizzy."
Time for my first pit stop. After a successful pit
stop, I head towards the grand stand. A GM
marque fan, appearing to have made his contribution to the well being of our friends in
Milwaukee, comes towards me, his right arm
waving above his head screaming,
"GO NUMBER 3, HELL YEA, GO NUMBER 3,
HELL YEA, MY MAN, NUMBER 3."
I almost forgot, as I snickered to myself, I wore
my M3 hat today. I think I'll stay at the IMSA
and SCCA races in the future!
As always, please support our advertisers and
event sponsors. We could not survive without
them. Their generosity allows us to continue
putting on such great events.
HAVE FUN!!!®

Reminder
The National Capital Chapter does not
furnish alcohol at our events. We will
however allow B.Y.O.B. at all events.
Please understand the legal ramifications directed at the board if something
was to happen. I regret that the current
legal system requires us to make this
decision.

^\

John Kcnujorthu
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niF€ST DRIV€RS SCHOOLS
Summit Point Raceway
Sat/Sun. 8-9 May
Summit Point, West Virginia

APRIL
Sat/Sun 24-25
MAY
Sun 2
Concours
Sat 8
Sat/Sun 8-9
Thu 13
Sun 16
Fri 28

Spring Tour

Deutsche Marque
Radial Tire/Maifest Dinner
Maifest Driver School
Heishman BMW presents
David Hobbs
Jefferson 500/Pegasus
Motors Vintage Corral
der Bayerische deadline
for July/August Issue

JUNE
Sun 6
Sun 13
Sun 20

Landover Auto-X
Flying Circus Aerodrome
Electrodyne Swap Meet/
Gymkhana

JULY
Mon 5
Sun 11
Sat 17
Sun 18
Sun 25
Fri 30

Firecracker Drivers
School
MARRS Corral
Mid-Winter Tour
Heatwave Autocross
Championship Auto-X
der Bayerische Deadline
for Sept/Oct Issue

AUGUST
Sat 7
Mon 16
Mon/Fri 23-27
SEPTEMBER
Sat 11
Sun 19
Mon 24
Sat 25

Annual Crab Feast
Hot Shoe Drivers School
Oktoberfest (California)

Orioles Outing
Bavarian Inn-Oktoberfest
der Bayerische Deadline
for Nov/Dec Issue
Lothar Tech Session

OCTOBER
Sun 3
Mon 11

Vintage Race Corral
Fall Drivers School

& Calendar

At last! Maifest in May! Two days of drivers
schools plus the Yokohama/Radial Tire Maifest
Dinner on Saturday night. Again this year, the
Courthouse Cafe will cater an al fresco dinner
at the track. Al Zavala promises clear skies
and 72 degrees.

H

€ISHMfiN BMW PR€S€NTS
DAVID HOBBS
Thursday, 13 MRV
TYSON'S CORN6R MRRRIOTT
Cocktail Hour (Cash Bar) 6-7:00pm
David Hobbs UV€ 7-9:00pm
Cost: FR66

Just when you thought it was safe to go out
again! Once again we are hosting an evening
with David Hobbs. If you were fortunate to
have attended this event two years ago, you
can attest that David could have made a lot
more money as a comedian. Thanks to the
generous support from HEISHMAN BMW, we
are able to have David come out to entertain
us before he heads up to the world famous circuit at Summit Point.
This year's Jefferson 500 will include David driving Brian Redmon's Lola. I was disappointed
that he won't be driving one of the BMWs. This
evening's event will help kick off the beautiful
vintage weekend. Please see the article in this
issue for details on the vintage race.
If you have never heard of David Hobbs, he is
one of the most successful BMW racers of all
time. He is the only foreign race car driver to
ever lead a lap of a NASCAR race. You have
seen him on ESPN, and ABC as the commentator for many different races. He is one of the
best race car drivers of all time. His speaking
and joke telling is ten times better than his driving. DON'T MISS THIS EVENING!!!!
The Tyson's Corner Marriott is located on
Route 7 at 1-495. Parking is available in the rear
of the hotel via the parking garage.
Thanks once again to HEISHMAN BMW for
their generous support. Please keep them in
mind the next time you are purchasing a BMW
or parts for your Bavarian beauty.
continued on next page
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ITS...
•TH€ FLVING CIRCUS RIRSHOUU
Sunday. 13 June
Bealeton, Virginia
Departure from Shoneu's In
Monossas, VRf 11:30am
At the Presidents Tour dinner hosted by the
Blue Ridge Chapter in Charlottesville's Blue
Ridge Restaurant last April, Jack and Sarah
Kenworthy were overheard being severely
chided by one of our own chapter members.
Her complaint: our chapter never ever organizes any "non-driving events," i.e. suitable for
those who get no thrill from thrashing their
Bimmers around on race tracks or autocross
circuits or rally roads, or from watching anyone
else doing any of the above. Sarah reminded
our complainant about the crab feast, Orioles
outing, Blob's Park Dinner, spring tour and
those other non-driving events put on by our
Chapter. For reasons unknown, Sarah's
response wasn't satisfactory to our unhappy
camper. She wanted more non-driving events
on our calendar. Sarah agreed it would be
great to have more, and suggested that our
disgruntled colleague plan and organize something, noting that all of the Chapter's events are
handled by a mere handful of dedicated (and
overworked) volunteers who would welcome
her assistance in providing a broader variety of
events for our membership. Not surprisingly,
our dissatisfied customer has not made any
offers.

REALLY excited about our scheduling this
event.
The airshow is a 1 1/2-hour, 15-act extravaganza climaxing in a wing walk! For the real thrill
seekers among us, plane rides are available
before and after the show. The air fares are:
$17 for a closed cockpit ride, $30 to ride in an
open cockpit plane (e.g. a biplane) and $50 to
experience an aerobatic ride complete with
loop-de-loops, barrel rolls and inverted level
flying! After the show, the airplanes are fully
accessible for viewing "up close and personal." There's a snack bar at the facility—hot
dogs, beef barbecue, ice cream, soft drinks
and the like - nothing fancy. Or you can bring
your own picnic makings and enjoy an oldfashion day at the flying circus. Alcoholic beverages ARE allowed, but Walt has asked that
we be low-key about it (not rowdy) because it
is a family event and we won't be the only ones
in attendance. It's BYOB, however. Walt says
the whole atmosphere of the Flying Circus is
extremely informal and laid-back, making the
fun aspect easy. He'll be there as a participant,
and he says he'll stop by our assigned picnic
site to visit with us awhile. He strikes us as a
very affable character, and he's obviously got
to be downright wacko to be in a flying circus
air show every Sunday from May thru October!
Chatting with him should be a kick. Okay,
okay...so he's not Brian Redman or David
Hobbs, but what can I say? On the other hand,
he won't drink as much of our booze either!
Probably...maybe...Bring your own lawn
chairs!!!

And now for something completely different...
So, dear friends, into the breach! This year
we've come up with another non-driving event
which we hope will appeal to her and to many
others in our Chapter who have not yet been
enticed into joining in on the fun. Billed as
"America's ONLY Barnstorming Airshow &
Museum," the Flying Circus Airshow at
Bealeton, Virginia is reported to be a real treat
for folks of all ages. Special arrangements have
been made with the organizer of the Flying
Circus Airshow (local radio personality/airborne
traffic reporter Walt Starling!) for the National
Capital Chapter for the BMDooDoo Car Club of
America to host a gathering of the tribes to
socialize and marvel at feats of daring-do in the
skies above the nearby rolling Virginia
countryside. We will have our own dedicated
parking area and picnic site. Walt has even
promised to bill the June 13th show officially as
"BMW CCA Day;" in fact, he's REALLY REALLY

The event will start out with a scenic tour along
the back roads (no dirt, we promise) from the
Manassas Shoney's to the airport. If you'd care
to caravan along with us on this scenic tour,
plan on being at the Manassas Shoney's in
time for a 11:30 a.m. departure. If you want to
drive direct without the group, easy directions
will be available at the Shoney's in Manassas at
11:30. You can have breakfast there if you'd
like (I'm sure several of us will do that).
Directions from Capital Beltway: Take Rt. I-66
West to Manassas (about 20 miles); take Exit
47 (Route 234 South); go to the 2nd traffic light
(you'll pass Shoney's on your left) and make a
U-turn to get to Shoney's (now on your right).
If you'd prefer to travel there solo and hook up
with us at the airshow, directions from the
Capital Beltway are: Take Rt. I-66 West to Rt.
29 South; take Rt. 29 South past Warrenton,
VA. (there's a Rt. 29 By-pass at Warrenton

Coming €vents
which will save you time), to Rt. 17 South, and
turn left onto Rt. 17 South. Beyond the village of
Bealeton, turn left onto Rt. 644 and follow it to
the Flying Circus. Proceed thru the gate and
follow the signs to the BMW CCA parking area.
Gates open at 11:00 a.m. Air show starts at
2:30 p.m. Tickets are $6.00 for adults, $4.00 for
children, payable at the gate.
Rain date for this event is Sunday, 20 June per
Walt Starling. Hence, if the show gets rained
out on 13 June, you'll have 2 events to choose
from on the 20th - the Electrodyne Swap
Meet/Gymkhana (a quasi "driving event") and
the Flying Circus Airshow (a distinctly "non-driving event"); call the Hotline for meeting
place/time & caravaning information for the rain
date.

(or whatever you're driving these days) with the
family and/or friend(s) and enjoy a relaxing and
fun filled day in the sun at the Flying Circus
Airshow. Walt says he'd love to see 100 or
more Bimmers proudly displayed on the grass
parking area assigned to us. Let's do all we
can to fulfill his wish. Is it possible we'll see a
BMW-powered plane there? Don't know, but
maybe...
For further information call Chris Leeper at
703/455.3041.
(Now...I would like to buy a fish license please.
For my pet fish Eric. He is a Halibut. I chose
him out of thousands. I didn't like the others,
they were all too flat...)

We are inviting the Blue Ridge, Shockoe
(Richmond) and Tidewater Chapters to join us,
and we hope to see a large turn-out from those
Chapters as well as from our own.
So come on out and join us!! Let's see some
new faces at this event. Load up the Bimmer
continued on page 7

Bill Love
BMWCCA Member

IT'S HERE!
Epting Motor Works
Introduces
our high performance header
for2002's, Til's & 320i's
The fastest header available

DYNO TESTED AND
RACE PROVEN
Jim & Leah Epting
225 McKeon Rd.
Severna Park, MD 21146
(410)544-3146

CRACING
WOODBRIDGE, VIRGINIA

SA90 Helmets
SAFETY EQUIPMENT
5/6 Pair* Racing Harnesses fr. $76.00
Window N«s
$ 18.00
Harness Shoulder Pads
$ 47JO
Neck Braces
$ 34.95
Hale* Hre Extinguishers
$ 55.00
Halon Hie Systems
fr.
$ 155.00

ROLL BARS,ROLL CAGES
AUTOPOWBR Roll Bars
fr
AUTOPOWBR Roll Cages
fr
Roll Bar Padding ( 3' section )

SPARCO Seat Systems

S 239.00
$ 459.00
$ 6.00

CALL

SIMPSON.

RACING APPERAL
Driving Shoe.
$ 104.95
NotneaUnderwear (Too/Bottoms)
$29.95
Noma Socks
$ 16.95
Driving/Racing Gloves
fr
$42.95
One Layer Nome* Driving Suits
$ 179.00
Custom Nomei, PBI/Kevlar, Mum-Layer
Driving Suits available
fr
$ 199.00

PIT EQUIPMENT
Racers Tape
Tie Down Strap* (set of font)
Digital Tire Pressure Oauges
Mechanical Tire Pressure Gauges
Digital The Pyrometers
Digital Scales
Fuel lugs

$ 6JO
$ 89.95
$ 49.95
$ 24.95
$ 119.00
$ CALL
$ 18.00

PERFORMANCE
FRICTION

Carbon
Metallic
"The High Performance Brake Pad
For Your BMW"
Orders: 1-800-934-9112

IfyondanotsesulBsteikdoemtmeanwedonat
stock it Please call as for your driving/racing needs.

Tech Line: 703-491-7223
UPS. Federal Express Shipping

_
re^r
A
Sgg
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Complete
BMW Service
-from services
to overhauls precisely performed by
factory-trained,
professional technicians.
Our standards are
the highest in the industry.
All work guaranteed
to meet BMW demands
- and yours!

N MOTOR
INTENANCE
BMW Performance
Open 7:30 to 6:30 M-F

& Luxury Car

Specialists

• In by 8am, out by 6pm on most repairs
• Genuine BMW P a r t s & Accessories
•
•
•
•
•

Shuttle to King Street Metro
Automatic Transmission Overhauls
1 Year/12,000 mile Warranty on all Repairs
Checks Accepted with Proper I.D.
MasterCaroWISA

Buying a used BMW?
Bring it to Bavarian for a thorough, objective, prepurchase inspection.
Need a Rental?
If your repairs take more than a day, ask about our low
rates on rentals.

BAVARIAN MOTOR MAINTENANCE
2712 Duke Street (Rte. 236)
Alexandria. VA 22314

7 0 3 • 461-7365

continued from page 5
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L€CTRODVN€ SLURP M€€T/
T€CH S6SSI0N
Sunday, 20 June
€lectrodyne/Racing Dynomics
4750 €isenhoujer five., Alexandria, Vo,
9:00om-4:00pm

Electrodyne is hosting the 2nd annual Swap Meet/tech session. Last
year's swap meet was such a big success the club plans on holding this
event each year. There will be representatives from many large companies including Racing Dynamics, Bilstein, Yokohama, Redline Lubricants,
Kamei and Zymol. Tech sessions will be held during the day. Many of the
local BMW dealer parts departments will be there to sell O.E.M. parts at
discounted prices. Private vendors will be set up to sell anything and
everything BMW related. A "Car for Sale" lot will be set up for people
interested in buying used BMWs. Last year the event had lots of interesting BMWs for sale including a 2002tii touring, 323i Baur Convertible and
other newer models. To keep you interested all day, there will be a
People's Choice Concours and our first ever Gymkhana. Gymkhana is a
popular event - non intimidating and requiring a lot of teamwork. The driver is given instructions by his partner to negotiate an obstacle course.
Admission is FREE, with a $10 charge for anyone who is selling. This is
the perfect opportunity to find that hard to find part or get rid of your old
parts. We are expecting numerous BMW race cars to be on display.
Electrodyne will be offering a special sale for this event only. Food and
beverages will be on sale. If you have any questions or want to register
to sell parts please call the appropriate contact.
PRIVATE/COMMERCIAL VENDORS:
Doug Crowther 703/450.9175

f—WesBei]—^
BODY & FENDER, INC.
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PAINTING

GENERAL QUESTIONS:
Kevin Cowley 301/953.2902

M

ID-WINT6R CATHARSIS TOUR
o.k.o. Stouts (sic) Brewery Tour
Saturday, 17 July
Time: 10 a.m.

Well, it's mid-winter in Buenos Aires...
Our mid-winter tour didn't go off as planned, a victim of snow, of all
things, so we've rescheduled it for the middle of July. Expect ice-free
roads, unless someone dumps the remains of his Big Gulp out the window, and top-open/top-down motoring with the resident club driving
junkies as we venture into Amish country. Our destination still is Stoudt's
Black Angus Restaurant and Stoudt's Brewery, where we'll have a tour of
this award-winning operation. And, the outdoor beer garden ought to be
open, too! Contact Dwight Derr at 410/889.9578 evenings and sign up.
Reservations are on a first-come, first-served basis.
Directions: From D.C. take I-95 north to I-695 (Bait. Beltway) north
towards Towson to Exit 23N (Falls Rd.) Right at first light (Joppa Rd.) Go
approximately 200ft turn left onto Station Drive. And look for the BMWs!
(P.S. Bring your helmet for Malibu Gran Prix on Sunday.)

THEFT AND
VANDALISM REPAIRS
PLASTIC AND
FIBERGLASS REPAIRS
STEERING AND
SUSPENSION
4 WHEEL ALIGNMENT
WHEEL SERVICE

4 7 1 2 Gwynn Oak Avenue
Baltimore, M D 2 1 2 0 7
301/664-6606

May/June '93
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WnV€ flUTOCROSS
H€ATSunday,
Julu 18
Place: Fort Mead© (N.S.fl. lot)

continued

Registration and Tech: 9:00am
Morning Heat: 10:00am
Lunch: 12:00pm
Afternoon Heat: 1:00pm
Cost: $10.00
If you enjoy driving your car but would like to
know its handling limits, an autocross is a great
way to learn or if you're planning on attending a
drivers school this year it would be a way of
practicing your drivers skill.
If you have never done an autocross we will
have experienced autocrossers on hand during
the event to give pointers. At the beginning of
each event we will have an experienced driver
walk though the course with you.
In order to prepare your car for this event you
should:
— remove all objects from your car;
— make sure your brakes & steering are in
good working order;

— inflate tires to 40 lbs. in front, 35 lbs. in rear
(most BMWs).
If you have a helmet bring it; if not we will have
loaners.
Directions: Balt./Wash. Pkwy. to 32(E), follow
signs to lot.
For additional information call David Lassalle
301/317.1461 eves.

IAT€ BROKING NOUS!!!!
ESPN has just announced that David Hobbs
will not be covering the 1993 Formula 1
season. Those who watched the South African
race know that Derick Daly has been selected
to replace David Hobbs. I don't know about
you, but I feel that Derick Daly is a step down
from David Hobbs. Formula 1 needs all the
help that it can get! David's knowledge of the
circuits and his wit help make up for the lackluster racing. Please take time to write if you
feel the same way! Write to: Steve Bornstein
(President ESPN) 605 3rd Ave. New York, N.Y.
10158.

Introducing

Grant Randall's Alexandria BAAUU Service
One Block South of NTW off Jefferson Davis Highway

Independent Service for Your BMW
OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 7:00AM TO 6:30PM, SATURDAY 9:00AM TO 2:00PM

• W H I L E YOU W A I T

•

Quick Service
$23.95
Oil & Filter
435 Calvert five. Alexandria, Vfl 22301

dcr bayerische

703-836-2002

n

NNUm CRAB F€RST AND CONCOURS
Saturday, August 7
1:00pm till Dusk

*5Pf YOUR NAME

Last year it was cold and rainy and they still came. Can you imagine
with 85 degree weather and bright sun how crowded it will be this year.
Yes folks, it is time again for summer (well pretty near time) and we will
all be ready for some tasty blue crabs. This year we will be taking paid
reservations only. So please mark your calender and send me a check
for $12.50 per person and we will save you a spot at the table, a mallet
or two and plenty of cups (remember no beer). Also, there will be an
informal peoples choice concours.

Notional Copitol Chapter

Nome Badge Pins
Blue background with white lettering and
the old BMW CCA logo.

$10
For info contact Mike Early
410-484-4620

Send $ to: Michael Early (see mailing info on officers page).
Directions: 95 South or North (depending on which direction you are
coming from) to 195 towards BWI take your 1st exit off of 195 onto
route 1 South, follow sign off of exit ramp into the park.

RIOL€ OUTING - O'S VS. ORKLRND
Saturday, 11 September
Time: 7:30pm

O

Now Also Available: (FR€€!!!)

Club Stickers

Get your popcorn, hotdogs, cold... This event sells out every year so
please get your tickets in advance by sending me $7 per ticket and a
self addressed stamped envelope. The seats aren't on 1st base but
you're in the park and the view is great. 1ST COME, 1ST SERVE.
Send $ to: Michael Early (see mailing info on officers page). ®

tfkfatmtm/

NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER

Please Send S.A.S.E. to
Mike Early, 908 Windsor Rd.,
Baltimore, MD 21208

Caution:
A Yokohama
tire w i l bite.

USED CARS
" O u r s " & Others
0'89

325i Convertible

0'89

944

only 3 6 k miles

^YOKOHAMA
High Performance Tires

0'87

325

only 4 6 K miles
V a r y Nice, 5 Spd, SR

Call with your wants £ needs

JiinihJ Tl/3 Cs,.

3 1 0 0 Jeff Davis Hwy/Ar ling ton, VA

9101 Brookvilie Road • Silver Spring, MD

(703) 684-8500/6660

301-585-2740
Moy/June '93

Postmons
flu to cross

W

hat's the first thing to ask for an autocross
held in the first week in March? A sunny
warm Sunday and boy did we get our wish.
The morning event started at 10:15 with 30
drivers. What was interesting about the morning event was that 25 out of 30 drivers made
their best time in the second and third run.
Therefore they learned a lot in their practice
and first run for some of the participants it was
their first autocross. In the afternoon we had 29
drivers. Six of the drivers did not run on the
morning and the rest did the morning and the
afternoon. All drivers got one practice run and
three timed runs. All cars were put in three
classes Modified BMW, Stock BMW, and
Brand X.

David lasalle

I would like to thank the crew for helping (Jim
Ruos, Dwight Derr, Al Zavala, Charles Denton
and Gary Toyama) and of course a special
thanks to Trey Davis from Merchants Tire. We
would not be able to put on such a great event
without them.
The Following times shows each driver their
morning and afternoon best time.

Morning €vent

Stock Class

Time (Sec.)

David Lassalle
Gary Toyama
Chris Holm
Houng Laqui
Robin Laqui
Mike Trepton
Mike Rogers
Reggie Trujillo
Jim Wood
Andrew Loth

325is
325is
535
M3
M3
325es
2002
2002
535
2002

45.38
48.82
51.03
52.00
52.76
55.30
55.37
56.61
58.77
59.63

Afternoon €vent

Stock Class

Time (Sec.)

David Lassalle
Gary Toyama
Trey Davis
Chris Holm
Robin Haqui
Mike Rogers
Houng Laqui
Reggie Trujillo
Bert Silker
Andrew Loth

325is
325is
325is
535
M3
2002
M3
2002
2002
2002

56.23
58.92
1.02.17
1.02.81
1.04.97
1.05.49
1.06.16+1
1.09.13+1
1.12.06
1.14.34

\JT? ^um<fryc
fktei

LTD.

2000 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22201 * 703-528-1333
Complimentary
Pickup & Delivery
Call to make your
Appointment

20% Discount
fop Club Members

tj/afataxz-te

Hours of Operation
Monday-Friday 7am - 7pm
Saturday 8am - 7pm
Sunday 9am - 6pm

<znaf^Surnc&Z'U' *Sykeci<z-&m~

&*»d 7$k*4 & 70*x Vet.?* - /Ut 70k*4e4 <t%c $ J 0.00 - /fa 3ftt**» <wc $35.00
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Morning €vent

Modified Class

Time (Sec.)

Woody Hair
Brian Hair
Dwight Derr
John Harge
Fernando Puig
Bob Hausmann
Gonzalo Puig
David Appel
Mike Whitely
Scott Low
Ken Bhan

325is
325is
633
M5
2002
533
2002
528i
318is
2002
530i

47.88
48.20
48.77
50.66
52.48
53.18
53.81
53.47+1
55.44
O.C.

Afternoon €vent

Modified doss

Dwight Derr
John Harge
Charles Denton
Fernando Puig
Ken Bhan
Peter Suah
Gonzalo Puig
Bob Hausmann
David Appel

633
M5
2002
2002
530i
2002
2002
533
528i

Charles Broning
Rod Grandy
Jim Ruos
Gary Linn
Steve Kaufman
George Baird
Virgil Acosta
Roger Bass
Brian Barrows

Postmons
Rutocross

flfonhX

Time (sec)

Lotus
Fiero
240sx
Accord
MR2
Saab
Scirocco
Jaguar
Scirocco

48.21
49.80
49.93+1
51.80
52.78
53.03
53.15
55.26
56.28

BronhX

Time (sec)

Lotus
CoItT
Fiero
240sx
Starlet
Accord
MR2
Corvette
Scirocco
Sentra
Scirocco

57.45
57.55
59.56
1.01.46
1.01.65
1.02.42
1.02.81
1.02.83
1.03.80
1.05.91
1.06.71®

o.c.
Time (See.)

58.51
59.49
1.01.58
1.02.98
1.05.91
1.06.70
1.05.94+1
O.C.
O.C.

Charles Broning
Al Zavala
Rob Grandy
Jim Ruos
Adouph Rose
Gary Linn
Steve Kaufman
George Baird
Virgil Acosta
Ed Bernard
Brian Barrows

BMW & M€RC€D€S B€NZ OWN€RS
(UJHV SP6ND MOR€)
We are very proud to announce our 2 independent service and repair facilities

Top Rated by Washington Consumer Check Book for Quality and Price
All factory recommended services include those while under warranty
Specializing in BMW &
Mercedes for over 25 years
We use & sell genuine BMW
and Mercedes parts

• SPECIALS *
EXPRESS LUBE

Jobs warranted for 12 months
or 12,000 miles
Factory-trained technicians

(includes oil, filter & lube)
195

Fairfax Service Center
2850 Prosperity Avenue
Fairfax, VA 22031

703-560-1700

$34

SAVE 10% OFF
All Services

Merrifield Texaco
8413 Lee Highway
Fairfax, VA 22031

703-573-2759
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Auto €legcince
Zymol Tech
Session ot
BMW of
Fairfax
Jenny Narzarko

W

ell the day certainly started out cold
enough, down in the thirties, I believe,
and I wondered how in the world we would
ever be able to wax a car on such a cold day.
Not to worry though, as BMW of Fairfax was
kind enough to allow us workspace in their
heated shop area.
Winston, of Auto Elegance, the local Zymol
Wax Distributor, put on his second annual tech
session for those of us who love clean shiny
cars. He was careful to explain the multi-step
process for cleaning the car surfaces of dirt
and accumulated wax, how to treat the surfaces, how to apply the multitude of waxes,
and how to buff them. Zymol makes great
products for your leather seats, the dashboard,
wheels and all the rubber stripping, as well as
many different kinds of wax for different colors
and kinds of cars. For instance, if you have a
Bugatti, ZymOl has a special wax just for it.
Winston was also good enough to pass around
the little jars of wax for sniffing. (If you've never
taken a good whiff of Zymol wax, you are missing out on one of a car buff's greater pleasures.)

Extraordinary
personal attention
to meet the needs of the
discerning driver. Service
by factory trained BMW experts.
Professional service by
professionals. Huge parts
inventory. Car stereo.
Accessories

A car was pulled in for demonstration purposes
(mine!), which turned out to be a mixed blessing. While the owner had planned to wash and
wax the car soon (read eventually, when it
warms up), she thought this would be a great
way to spread the work and everyone would
get some hands on experience. Unfortunately it
was not to be, as everyone stood in awe of
Winston's prowess at waxing, and I got a well
waxed trunk lid, one shiny wheel, a waxed
windshield and wipers. Just guess what I spent
Sunday doing...
Unfortunately the interior didn't get touched,
but believe me the leather cleaner and dashboard restorer are great. Make the car smell
good too. I've used Zymdl products for a few
years, and I think they give a car an excellent
shine. And they're user friendly. Contact
Winston (see ad elsewhere) for supplies or
your local BMW dealer. (Just remember, the
wax is for the car, not your nose. And watch out
for bees in the summer!).®

Body a n d paint
repair specialists.
The best in used cars.
And, of course, complete
leasing sen/ices. The ultimate
dealer for the ultimate
driving machines.
Virginia dealer
license # ° 7 6 .

"The World of BMW and nothing less."
OF FAIRFAX
560-2300
8427 Lee Highway (at Prosperity Avenue), Fairfax, VA
12
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Shine, Baby,
Shine...

My car undergoes
Winston's care.
Photo by
Jenny Nazarko

"EXPERIENCE THE PASSPORT DIFFERENCE

DC
O

ii

• Metro's largest selection of new and pre-owned BMWs
• 15% off parts with BMW CCA membership
• Free service loaner with all factory-recommended
maintenance
• Metro area's only BMW/Hunter (H-lll) computerized
4-wheel alignment system
• Pre-Purchase Inspection: $55°°

CO

• Full line of Zymol products
• $2996 Express Oil Change
5050 Auth Way • Marlow Heights, MD

(301)423-8400
13
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fls the UUrcnch
Turns...
Q Continuing
Sago of a

BMW Addict
Terry Luxford

A

year or so ago we covered a series of
modifications to your favorite platform, the
BMW. We did it backwards from the usual
approach because we could show a bigger
improvement by attacking the handling end of
the car equation than the motive end. By
improvement, we are not talking about the performance at the track alone but are really aiming at improving your chances of survival in the
beltway bashes and street scenes. A couple of
you built the suspension of this evolutionary
moment and were amazed at the level of control and compliance available. Unfortunately
the valving for the front shock inserts that is
required to support the front spring rates produces too much heat for the survival of most
shocks. The immediate solution for the racer
and the streeter has been to return to a high
pressure gas over hydraulic insert with its
attendant loss of compliance. We are talking to
a number of shock manufacturers and hope to
have a solution to report to you within your lifetime.

tions in several stages of practicality with an
eye for those that have some hope of being
legal as well as useful. I must confess to rushing that portion of the article series and not
having the opportunity of proofreading the
material before it went to print. There were
some minor errors in the tables/footnotes and
the presentation was pretty faulty. Please
accept my apologies and my intent to make
this iteration far better. So...

6NGIN6S AND MODIf ICRTIONS
Without going into ancient history, the fundamentals are cams, carburation, compression
ratio, and exhaust systems. We use the term
system because the engine must be thought
out in terms of integrating the components of a
system in order to achieve your goals for an
engine that operates satisfactorily for the conditions that you have selected. If your goals are
to minimize emissions, then you may be served
with little or no boost in compression ratio, the
stock cam, the stock fuel injection or a weber
carburetor, and the stock exhaust or an aftermarket catalytic converter. In small contrast,

In the meantime, we will go to the motive end of
the equation and address the engine modifica-

Specializing in

BOSCH

Automotive
Products

mpic imported ports
COMPARE OUR LOW PRICES AND SA VE
MON.-FRI. 8-6; SAT. 8:00-3:00 In VA; SAT. 8:30-3:30 In MD
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•LUV
• MAZDA
• MERCEDES
BENZ
• MERCURY
•MERKUR
• MITSUBISHI
•MG
• NISSAN
•OPEL
• PEUGEOT
•PININFARINA
• PLYMOUTH
• PONTIAC
• PORSCHE
• RENAULT
• ROVER
•SAAB
• STERLING
• SUBARU
•SUZUKI
• TOYOTA
• TRIUMPH
• VOLVO
• VOLKSWAGEN
•YUGO
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• ACURA
• ALFA ROMEO
•AUDI
• AUSTIN
• AUSTIN MEALY
•BMW
• CAPRI
• CHEVROLET
• CHRYSLER
•COLT
• COURIER
• DAIHATSU
• OATSUN
•DODGE
• EAGLE
•FIAT
• FIESTA
•FORD
•GEO
• HONDA
' HYUNDAI
• INFINITI
•ISUZU
• JAGUAR
• LANCIA
•LEXUS

•3,
OR

1-270

V

JUMPER S I
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V
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ALEXANDRIA, VA

FAIRFAX, VA

GAITHERSBURG, MD COLLEGE PARK, MD

CR0FT0N, MD

301990-4100 301474-1030

301261-0077

TOLL FREE Dial T l Then

800 787-2440 703 370-0850 703 560-8500
703 494-0111
2550-A RESEARCH DRIVE
I-95 Exit Horner Road. Left onto
Telegraph Road. 1/2 Mile on Left
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5168 EISENHOWER AVE
^

^

g f i

^

^

2812A-BMERRILEEDR
9136 GAITHER ROAD
6105 GREEN BELT ROAD
2 Blocks From Corner of
GAITHERSBURG. MD
1/2 Mile From Beltway
Lee HWY. & Gallows Road I-270 to east on Shady Grove Rd.
Exit 23
Left on Gaither Road

2431 CROFTON LANE
Off RT 3 -1/2 Mile South
of RT 424

we have upgraded the 1.8 liter 320i engine to 2
liters and used Stahl 1.5" headers; 9.5:1 compression ratio pistons; the early 320i warmup
regulator, auxiliary air valve, and fuel distributor; the stock cam or a 300-degree reground
cam; and an aftermarket Walker catalytic converter. This set-up makes a very tractable, reliable, and economical powerplant. Since leaded fuels haven't been available in this area for
many years it isn't likely that you could hurt one
of these modern three-way catalysts. In this
way you can have your power and your conscience too. Enough, its time to go into the
functions of the components.

CnMSHflfT
The cam is the brains of the outfit. The characteristics of lift, lobe center, duration and overlap are going to determine the basic operating
range of the engine. If your engine is to remain
fuel injected or will use downdraft carburation
then you should stick to cams with lobe centers no more narrow than 110-degrees. With
108- or 105-degree lobe centers, you would
not be able to get a reliable idle under 1.2k or

1,8k rpm. If you are going to build your engine
with side draft carburation or Tii-type fuel injection then lobe centers of 108 or 105 degrees
will work fine for the street. The all out race
cams of 100 degree lobe centers produce
power bands that are generally too stratospheric for reliable street work. We have a customer that wound up with a Schrick 316-degree
cam in his Tii with a modified injection pump. It
took him so long to sort out the variables [we
were called in at the tail end of the effort] that
the engine had worn itself out in the process.
Still, it was an awesome engine.
Reground cams deserve some special attention here. By increasing the lift and duration a
bit and not damaging the lobe centers, you can
get quite a bit more out of your engine at a very
reasonable cost. The downside is that while the
operating band of the engine isn't changed
much, the ability to sustain an occasional overrev is compromised. Because the grinding
away of the base circle to increase the lift has
hurt the geometry of the cam follower [rocker
arm] it is more likely to break when things get
busy. If you would consider a rev-limiter then
continued on next page

As the Wrench
Turns,..
Terry is one of the
owners of Quality Car
Services, Ltd of
Rockville, MD and
when not found there
will usually be found at
Summit Point helping
someone. Quality Car
Services is top-rated
by Checkbook
Magazine and has
hosted many a tech
session in the past.
Terry will answer your
technical or benchracing questions in the
evenings from 8pm 'til
10pm. In cases of
emergency you can
reach him at
Quality Car Services,
301/340.8269 from
9am 'til 5pm, Monday
through Friday.
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WAGONWORK CORP.
ESTABLISHED SINCE 1965
3 4 0 6 Jefferson Davis Hwy. Alexandria, VA 2 2 3 0 5
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As the Wrench
Turns.,.
continued

this $100-150 option looks pretty good next to
a $600-900 after market cam.
If your options list includes side draft carbs
then you should not consider the regrinds
because it is too easy to hurt the valve train
with the larger carbs. About the most aggressive street cam is the Schrick 304 with the
Factory 300 just behind. As I remember, the
Schrick 304 had lobe centers of 105 degrees
and the Factory 300 was on 108 degree lobe
centers. On the dyno, there was only a 200 rpm
difference in the torque peaks and a 500 rpm
difference in the horsepower peaks. The prices
are almost identical, too, so there is little to recommend one over the other. All other things
being equal, the Schrick will produce roughly
10 more horses than the Factory unit so the
Schrick gets my nod.
We tend to ignore the stock cam in our search
for power but it is a pretty good unit and there
are lots of combinations of intake, exhaust, and
carburation systems that will work well. If your
goals are focused on smooth idle, mileage,
and modest cruise speeds then your best bet
would be the stock unit.

16
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CARBURATION & FU€l INJECTION
There aren't very many stock carburators about
any more so we won't spend time with them.
Brand new they were good for about 40k miles
before they began to develop idiosyncracies.
The Solex started life very well matched to the
needs of the engine and was never made too
unhappy by small modifications as long as the
cam lobe centers were not too heavily leaned
upon. The metering jets were very fine and susceptible to dirt and water in the extreme and
the slow development of vacuum leaks with
age were enough to condemn the pieces.
Enter the Weber conversions.
Although we have seen lots of different Weber
carbs on BMWs, the DGV-series has been the
most popular. The longevity and utility of this
carb series has been a godsend to the BMW
owner. It is a little small for the BMW engine but
is easily tunable over modest ranges. It is also
the spec carb for the SCCA ITB series race
cars. For the carburated 6-cylinder engines,
the carb was a thorn bush to set up and keep a
stable idle and emissions all at the same time.
For a while it seemed like everyone had a kit for

the conversion but no one modified the carb to
fit the application. Drilling a hole in the primary
butterfly to keep the idle speed throttle setting
out of the intermediate ports and cutting down
on the choke butterfly to decrease the choking
action were too advanced for the kit suppliers
of the day. In most cases, after you installed
the Weber and the set up vagaries drove you
nuts, you wound up having someone take the
carb off and go through these adjustments as
well as checking the rest of the specs. Even
with these "problems" the DGV-series carbs
have been outstandingly reliable—we have
used floats and auxiliary Venturis from carbs
with over 200k street miles on them on ITB racers without qualm.

times the rpm band of the old Ford engine—of
course the BMW engine was just 1/3 the displacement of the Ford engine. The idle emissions were terrible so if you are going to try it
plan on some serious work on this circuit.

As the Wrench
Turns...
continued

Side draft carbs aren't fussy at all. They are
quite stable when carefully set up and will work
with any cam. Because of the huge accelerator
pump circuit capability required to cover the
large throttle openings available, your mileage
will be roughly 2mpg lower than a downdraft
carb matched to the engine. Side drafts are
expensive and if you are going to "tune" them
plan on buying lots of jets—and one for each
cylinder.
Do not buy any side draft smaller than 45mm.
Let me put that in a different way—never buy
any side draft smaller than 45mm. "But I got
such a good deal on the 40mm carbs that I
couldn't resist. What can you do with them?"
Put them on a 1600cc Datsun. They are too
small for the 2 liter BMW intake passages.
Somewhere between 5500 and 6000 rpm the
40mm side drafts will begin to develop enough
continued on page 19

Another downdraft carb that deserves some
mention is the 500cfm Holley 2-bbl [4412]. This
carb originally sat on top of a 390 cu. in. Ford
engine and never saw the high side of
3000rpm. IMSA decided that it would be an
acceptable upgrade unit for the RS sedans in
the late 70s. It is a huge carb by comparison to
the stock and the Weber units and with a little
work would turn out lots of horsepower at three

The Illusion of a Quick Fix
and Fast Cheap Service
Is Just That!

THE BOTTOM LINE
Dulles International Motorsport, LTD
don't let the illusion fool you
Dulles International Motorsport, LTD offers factory trained technicians, proud of
their skill and product knowledge. At Dulles we only know one way to fix or
service your German Car - The Right Way - The Cost Effective Way^
The Real Way.
Our Reputation for Excellence Says It All
Specializing The Service and Performance
Porsche

•

BMW

•

Mercedes Benz

•

Audi

By Appointment - (703) 471-4111
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FIRECRACKER DRIVERS SCHOOL - JULY 5 , 1 9 9 3
Summit Point Raceway, West Virginia
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First priority given to BMW CCA members
Licensed drivers only (students under 18 must obtain parents' permission)
All cars must be tech inspected by a qualified service facility prior to the event
It is your responsibility to ensure that your car is safe, properly registered, and insured
Snell-rated helmet ('85 or later) required
No convertibles without adequate roll bars
One driver per car recommended
Each applicant must complete a separate form (photocopy as necessary)

FEES:
Members:

$100 if application received before June 14, $115 after June 14

Nonmembers: $130 if application received before June 14, $145 after June 14
NOTE:

$25 administrative fee will be assessed for cancellations more than two
week before the event.
Make checks payable to National Capital Chapter, BMW CCA

Mail application, self-addressed business-size envelope with 52 cents postage and check to:
David Roach
10425 Edge wood Ave.
Silver Spring, MD 20901
Name

Membership #

Street
City

• Check if new address
State

ZIP

Chapter

Phone: Work ( )
Car: Make

Home (
Year

Model

)
Color

List Previous Drivers Schools

• I have a Snell '85 or newer helmet

• I have a spare helmet

• I need a helmet

WORKERS AND CREW ARE WELCOME...however, students may not give rides.
Please list corner workers you'll be bringing with you:
Name

Phone (

)

D Work • Home

Name

Phone (

)

• Work • Home

Questions? Call Dave Roach at 301/593.3285

vacuum in the body of the instrument to pull
fuel out of the accelerator pump circuit and the
unit's ability to meter fuel properly will go down
the drain. Followed immediately by your
mileage and eventually by your ring seal. By
way of comparison, Bob Gammache's GT3
2002 uses 55mm Webers on a basically stockdiameter intake tract and these are barely adequate for the power band in which this engine
operates. Use 45 or 47mm carbs for any street
engine with the internal jetting varying with the
camshaft and the compression ratio
selected - more detail on that later.
Fuel injection is not terribly fussy as long as
you remember to keep the camshaft lobe centers greater than 110 degrees. It is the same
story as that of the down draft carbs. There
won't be enough vacuum at idle to actuate the
fuel metering system to deliver the fuel unless
you are using the mechanical fuel injection system from the Tii. There was an interesting article on adapting the 318i electronic fuel injection system to the 2liter engine in one of the
club magazines but to adapt this system to a
modified engine is to invite some complications

solvable to a programmer but not to the average builder. There are also some VERY interesting programmable fuel injection and ignition systems available at some not TOO
unreasonable costs.

fls the Wrench
Turns...

COMPRESSION RATIO
Plan on raising the compression ratio to as
close to 10:1 as you can get. Compression
ratios of 9:1 are a practical minimum. With an
aluminum cylinder head there is no reason to
accept the lowered efficiency of the USA
compression ratios; i.e., roughly 8:1 in the
earlier 4- and 6-cylinder engines. The higher
the compression-ratio, the higher the efficiency of the engine; and, in contradiction to the
observations of The Design and Tuning of
Competition Engines, the BMW engine will
make perfectly reliable horsepower in street
form, on street fuel, and in everyday usage at
compression ratios of 11:1. This engine will
have side-draft carburetors and a camshaft of
105 to 108-degree lobe centers. It will also be
sort of fussy about the carburetor set-up and
continued on next page
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BMW care by Lothar

auto sales
and

repair

12224 parklawn drive • rockviile, maryland 20852

(301) 231-5400
Close to the subway
• factory recommended sen/ices
including those while under warranty

<@>

• DOT and EPA conversions
LOTHAR SCHUETTLER and his staff welcome customers of U.S. and European BMW's
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fls the UJrench
Turns...
continued

timing setting.So raise the compression ratio to
improve the efficiency of the power plant and
you will find it easier to meet the emissions
requirements.
If you are intending to change camshafts and
carburetion systems for more power, you
MUST raise the compression ratio to improve
the engine efficiency at the bottom and the top
of the power band. For these higher-output
engines, the compression ratio should be as
close to 10:1 as possible but generally no higher than 11:1 and never less than 9:1.

ally not worth going after, especially for street
work. Also, if you make the system too big, it
will hurt the bottom-end response. In the big
sixes, there is precious little room for much
improvement but there are some interesting
Euro systems with proper sizing but the pricing
is pretty close to what a custom bent system
would cost.

OTH6R SVST6M R6QUIR6M6NTS

For stock or near-stock engines the stock
exhaust system will prove perfectly adequate.
Items like thermal reactors won't do a thing for
performance and represent a real risk to the
lifespan of the cylinder head. On the other
hand, an adequately-sized catalytic converter
won't hurt at all.

The oiling system should be your next consideration, especially if you have improved your
suspension. Raise the system pressure by
shimming the oil pump pressure relief valve
piston. Use a Holley main jet between the
spring and the piston to pick up about 10psi.
The normal rule of thumb in oil systems is to
use 10psi for every 1000rpm that the engine is
expected to turn. It isn't a hard and fast rule but
if you are going to run your engine hard plan
on it or your jewel won't live.

As the engines get more powerful, the requirement of the tube sizing in the exhaust system
begins to go up. This requirement only appears
on the top end of the power band and is gener-

If your car has a decent suspension you are
going to have to baffle the sump to keep the oil
around the pump pickup under cornering conditions. The sixes have an adequate system for

©CHFIUST SVST€AAS

How We Treat Your BMW W/hhRESPECT!
1. Our side lift posts and wood pads protect your Bailey's Crossroads
5610 Columbia Pike
BMW's undercarriage.
2. Disposable seat and steering wheel covers
protect your BMW's interior.
3. Proper mounting tools and techniques for
wheels and tires protect your wheel from
damage. If we damage your wheel — we will
repair or replace it.
4. Correct balancing of tires to racetrack standards.
5. The tires you want at discount prices — by Goodyear, Yokohama,
BF Goodrich, Pirelli, Dunlop and Michelin.
6. The four wheel alignment you need for your BMW for $55.95
(for 7501 & 8501 add $20). We also set alignments for racing.

CRAI/EN THE
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820-2300

Tyson's Corner
8397 Leesburg Pike

893-3530
Merrifield
2728 Dorr Avenue

698-8500
Arlington
5200 Lee Highway

5364335
WHERE
PERFORMANCE
MATTERS

street cars but the early fours do not. Ask anyone that builds IT engines and they will say it is
necessary to survival on the track. It won't buy
you anything on the street but when you go to
the driver's schools it will go a long way in
ensuring the longevity of what you have spent
so much of your hard-earned upon.

SPRINGTIM6 RND fl VOUNG DRIV€R'S
FANCY TURNS TO...
Oil changes, de-salinization of your chassis,
checking the condition of the cooling system,
bleeding the hydraulics, and cleaning the car
inside and out. By the time this makes the
streets we may have been reacquainted with
the sun and it might be possible to open a window without freezing your ears.
Pay particular attention to your tires. As the
weather warms your tire pressures will rise and
you need to correct the pressure from time to
time. The spring monsoons bring out the worst
in old hard tires. Most tires lose their wet
weather capabilities after 20k miles or three
years. The degradation is quite slow and insidious, so, if your tires are approaching or over

these rough limits, test them in a safe place for
changes in cornering and braking limits so you
don't get surprised on the road.

fls the Wrench
Turns...

It is also time to think about the driver's
schools. If you have any drive to drive come on
out to the schools and learn something fast. If
you just want to check it out, come on along
and spend a day or two working for your club
on a corner, pumping gas, or whatever. The
WMMA's schools put on by our region give you
the best of class and track time and provide
the largest number of licensed SCCA instructors and approved BMWspaceCCA instructors
per school. There is almost always one instructor per student so you don't have to wait or lose
track time. I will guarantee that you will come
away with some skill that could save your
bacon and maybe more.
Well that's about it for now. Please don't hesitate to call me on the Tech Advisory number
703/255.0510 in the evenings between 7 and
10 P.M. Actually you can call anytime and talk
to the answering machine and I will get back to
you as soon as I can. Please don't call after 10
P.M. unless it is an emergency... ©

The World's Fastest BMW got its body painted at:
FIRST CHOICE BODY SHOP
525 31st Street South, Arlington VA 22202
703/836-6920

HEISHMAN BMW
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You should give your Bimmer the same opportunity.
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Photo by Paul Vessels

To Sandy, condolences on your loss.
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Newest in Zymol Products

June 20th!

1-301/449-8653
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
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FOREIGN
CAR PARTS

301-627-4265
800-638-3446

AT THE SWAP MEET

•

ANY PART FOR ANY CAR
AT UP TO 90% OFF NEW

101 day warranty
computerized inventory

BMW CCA members

MARYLAND

Photo by Paul Vessels

Specializes in Used Parts for BMW
and all other Foreign Cars

SAVINGS GRLORC!

1-800/243-4330

N

Get Well Soon Terry!

•

VIRGINIA

2810 Brown Station Road
Upper Marlboro, Maryland

he good news is that we still have a positive
net worth; the bad news is that we spent
more than we brought in (but not much).
Income was good in autocross and drivers
schools, but advertising revenue came in at
just a little over half of budget ($9,125 versus a
budget of $15,000). However, as with previous
years, we will continue with the production of
our fine Chapter magazine, and we will not
raise rates. Our national dues subsidize the
magazine, and we do not believe it would be
fair to raise advertisement rates with the current
economy, so they will stay at the 1989 rates for
another year. Please continue to spend your
car related expenses with our advertisers, and
tell them how much you appreciate their support of the Club. With dues and other event
income, total revenue came to $76,490 versus
a budget of $78,327.

T

Expenses were over budget by $3,015. Items
that make up most of the increased expenses
include the Crabfeast and Concours (both
events which are excellent and deserve more
club participation), awards/plaques, and the
newsletter ($26,272 versus a budget of

$24,750). We also made more T-Shirts than
were budgeted, and the cost overrun is mainly
for the polo shirts with the Chapter emblem
embroidered on them. (We do have several still
in stock so it's not too late to get yours.) We
made other BMW items available as well like
chapter stickers, grill badges, nametags and
sweatshirts.

Annual
Treasurer's
Report
Jennifer Nazarko

We came in under budget for autocross
expense, the Swap Meet, Drivers Schools
(overall), Orioles tickets, telephone and travel
expenses. Total expenses came to $76,610
versus a budget of $73,595. Net Excess
Income over Expenses was -$120.60 (talk
about almost right on target!).
As we started to do last year, we try to get a
sponsor for every event to help defray costs,
and to keep your cash outlay for fun to a minimum. If anyone has questions about the
Chapter's 1992 financial report, please do not
hesitate to contact me in the evenings, before
10 pm. From myself and the whole Board,
Thank You for your support and we look forward to another great year! ®

NATIONAL
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Auto trans rebuilding and
sunroof repairs

HI

Do-it-yourself parts at
2 0 % discount

Hi

T w o blocks from Rockville Metro

s

O p e n weekends

POTOMAC MOTOR WORKS INCORPORATED

DENNIS BURKE

CERTIFIED MECHANICS BY NA TIONAL INSTITUTE FOR AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & EXCELLENCE

ONE DAY SERVICE
BY APPOINTMENT

BMW • Mercedes
Jaguar • Volvo
Volkswagen
METRO SHUTTLE SERVICE

340-8688
PAUL EISENBERG

TRANSMISSION SERVICE

190 Woodland Road
Rockville, MD. 20850

SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNTS

5900 Seminary Road
Bailey's Cross Roads, Virginia 22041

(703)379-8000 (703)845-0180
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Rood Rallying:
PartC
David Roach

I

n Europe, the most popular road rallies are
"pro" rallies, also known as "performance" rallies, "stage" rallies, or the more vivid term,
"crash and burn" rallies. While pro rallies incorporate some of the features of time-speed-distance rallies, they also incorporate many of the
features of road racing. You can't enter a pro
rally without a lot of training and preparation (to
say nothing of a license from the sanctioning
organization), but you can spectate. We're fortunate to have an SCCA national pro rally fairly
close by, in northern Pennsylvania. It's called
the Susquehannock Trail Pro Rally, or STPR,
and this year it takes place on the weekend of
June 5-6.

The Cars
Pro rallies, like road races, require specially
prepared cars. Cars are required to have roll
cages and "skid plates"—rigid plates underneath the car to protect the drive train from
damage. Drivers and co-drivers (navigators)
must wear helmets and fire-retardant safety
suits. Many pro rallies, like STPR, are run mostly at night, so the cars must also have a wide

variety of auxiliary lights—fog beams, spot
beams, and pencil beams.
In the U.S., cars compete in five different classes, determined by the type of car and the modifications allowed. At the top is Open class,
where the cars must resemble their street
counterparts in shape only. These cars are
often tube-frame racing cars with 400 horsepower engines and Kevlar bodies. In Europe,
such factory-prepared cars cost as much as
$250,000. Open class is also used for cars that
have been out of production for a substantial
length of time. Group A cars must meet stricter
rules about resemblance to street cars. The
Production classes—Production GT and
Production—require normal street cars with
modified suspensions and frames but stock
engines (modifications include seam welding
and bracing, stiffer springs and shocks, and
the like). Production GT includes turbocharged
and higher-displacement engines. There's also
a RallyTruck class for small, two-wheel-drive
pickup trucks.

How Long Is Theirs?
A t FOREIGN SERVICE

we fully warranty

Look at the dealers. Look at the independent repair shops.
You won't find anyone who goes as far or does so much for
you.
Someone you know
comes to us...ask
them just how good
we really are. Let
them tell you how
much We Care.

our repair and maintenance work for 18 months/18,000 miles.
A warranty of this magnitude says everything about the facility
you entrust with your valuable car.
As an authorized
Bosch Service Center,
FOREIGN SERVICE
employs factory-trained
and certified technicians.
Additionally, we have
the tools and equipment
and the training and
technical expertise to
do the job right, on
time, and then
•
BMW
•
P O R S C H E
M E R C E D ES
Certified Repair & Maintenance Specialists Since 1981
STAND BEHIND
OUR WORK.

FOREIGN

SERVICE
VOLVO

1524 SPRING HILL ROAD • McLEAN, VA 22102 • (703) 448^800
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The next time
your car needs any
repair or maintenance
work, let FOREIGN
SERVICE show you
why ours is the
longest in the
business.

The €vent
A Pro rally consists of two types of sections,
transits and special stages. The transit sections
are similar to time-speed-distance rallies.
Crews start from a checkpoint (called a Main
Time Control) and are given an arrival time for
the next checkpoint. They must arrive within
one minute of their assigned arrival time. These
transits usually cover open, public roads and
are used to get from one special stage to the
next. Sometimes the transits include a "service
break," where the cars can be refueled and
repaired.
Special stages are the exciting part. Here, the
cars are started at one- or two-minute intervals,
and they try to get to the other end of the stage
in the shortest possible time. Scores are determined by the number of seconds it takes them
to traverse the stage. Special stages are run on
closed roads, such as state forest roads or logging roads; most special stages in the U.S. are
run on dirt roads.
Each co-driver is given a set of route instructions called a "route book." The route instructions are similar to time-speed-distance route

instructions, but no average speeds are given,
as the ideal average speed is infinite. The route
instructions contain the distance from the start
of the transit or stage, the distance from the
preceding instruction, the distance to the end
of the transit or stage, a "tulip" or pictorial diagram of the road configuration, and other information, such as signs or exclamation points. A
single exclamation point means "take note,"
two exclamation points mean "use caution,"
and three exclamation points mean "use
extreme caution."

Rood Rallying:

PortC

The co-driver operates a rally computer that
gives time of day and mileage to the nearest
hundredth of a mile. His or her job is to read
the instructions to the driver; for example, "one
tenth to sideroad left, then sweeper right,"
meaning "in a tenth of a mile, we'll pass a side
road on the left and then the road curves to the
right." Usually, the co-driver watches the car's
mileage and counts the driver down to the
instruction; that way, the driver has a clue as to
what's coming up. In addition, there are usually
reflective arrows posted just before most intersections and some of the more severe curves.
continued on next page

BMW PARTS & ACCESSORIES
SINCE 1975—BRINGING YOU THE BEST
MOMO

Steering Road Wheels—World Class

BILSTEIN

Suspension Excellence

VDO

Instrumentation

HELLA

Lighting & OEM Equipment

STAHL

Exhaust Removal At Its Best

ZENDER

Aerodynamics & Style

RECARO

Seating Safety & Comfort

REPCO

Braking Without Dust Or Squeal

These products and many more
at BMW CCA member discounts
Expert installation available at AutoWerke

AUtoy

10:00-7:00 Weekdays
10:30-2:00 Saturdays

770-0700
Rockville, MD—Behind White Flint Mall
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Rood Reliving:
PartC
continued

Driving
Obviously, the driver has to work very hard to
keep the car on course and at speed. Most drivers brake with their left foot and are constantly
fiddling with the gas and brake at the same
time. Many drivers, like Rick Davis, driver of the
only pro rally 2002 in the East, never use the
clutch; instead, they match rpms by putting the
car in neutral for a moment, revving the engine,
and the sliding the car into the next gear.
To get around corners, the drivers generally try
to put the car in a controlled slide as they
approach and then use brake, gas, and steering to get the car through the corner. The
object is to induce oversteer as you enter the
corner so the car will be pointed at the exit as
early as possible. Momentum is the key, especially in the less powerful classes.

Seeds
At the start of the rally, the cars are assigned a
starting order, which isn't necessarily the same
as the car numbers. This is done by "seeds,"
which, like seeds in tennis, are based on experience and past performance. Pro rally cars
can put a lot of wear on dirt roads, so a low
seed is a definite advantage. If it's dry, the drivers have to contend with dust; if it's wet or
snowy, they have to contend with ruts.
Obviously, the closer you are to the front of the
pack, the better. The first seed is for drivers
with FIA (international) licenses; FIA seed cars
are generally started two minutes apart, and
the other seeds are started at one-minute intervals. Cars are often reordered within their
seeds during the event, based on their stage
times. Thus, if a car that started the rally in
fourth position comes by later in first, you can
tell that he or she is doing well. On STPR, cars
are "re-seeded" at the dinner break.

The STPR
The STPR is a very well organized event run
out of Wellsboro, Pennsylvania. A
newspaper/program is available at the event
that gives directions to spectator areas and
arrival times for the first car. The rally starts with
a "pare expose" at the center of town in the
early afternoon; you can walk around, look at
the cars, and talk to the drivers. The afternoon
stages (usually two or three) include the
famous "water crossing," where the cars ford a
stream and cross the stage timing line in the
middle. Although most of the drivers don't like
the water crossing, the spectators do.
26
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The night stages are very exciting. All is pitch
black as you stand in the forest alongside the
road. If you listen carefully, you can hear the
cars approach before you see their lights.
Then, suddenly, the night lights up as bright as
day, a car thunders by, and all returns to darkness and silence.
Does this sound like fun? Do you want to see
what it's like? Well, come on up to STPR.
Wellsboro is about five hours from Washington,
up U.S. 15, and the show starts early in the
afternoon, so you'll need to leave very early on
Saturday morning. Once you get to Wellsboro,
go to the town square and check out the cars.
But watch the time, and leave for the first spectator point at least half an hour before the first
car leaves the start. The fastest cars come
through first, so if you want to spectate at more
than one spot in the afternoon, stay for the first
10-15 cars and then high-tail it to the next
spectator point.
After the afternoon stages, the cars return to
Wellsboro for a dinner break and then re-group
at the town square. The night stages start at
about 8, and the rally ends at 3 or 4 in the
morning. There are several evening spectator
points, including a service break.
You won't find much in the way of accommodations in Wellsboro (the rally people usually have
the town booked up), but you can find rooms in
Mansfield or Williamsport. If you'd like to go,
call me at 301-593-3285 for directions. We can
either caravan up or meet at the town square in
Wellsboro. I'll be working as service crew for
NCC members Ken Beard and Jim Miner, who
rally in a Production GT Dodge Omni GLH.
Leslie Suddard, another BMW CCA member,
will be driving her Omni, and Rick Davis
promises to have a BMW of some sort at STPR.
Directions to Wellsboro
From Washington and Baltimore, take I-83
North to Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. You can go
around Harrisburg via U.S. 15, which is about 2
miles East of the intersection of I-83 and 1-81.
Following 15 through Harrisburg is complicated
but well marked. Stay on 15 for nearly ever (it
snakes along beside the Susquehanna River),
through Selinsgrove and Williamsport and on to
Mansfield. At Mansfield, take U.S. 6 West to
Wellsboro (about 15 miles). Once you're in
downtown Wellsboro, turn left at the traffic light
where 6 turns right and go about half a mile to
the town square on your left; that's where the
rally cars will be. Stop on the way and pick up
a program at the Penn Wells Hotel. ©

CORR6CTIONS
If you had trouble relating the discussion of the
"trap" to the drawing of the road configuration
in my article in the March/April issue of der
Bayerische, you're not alone. The drawing was
incorrect; the leftmost occurrence of route 742
should have been marked as route 741. The
editor and I apologize for the error. If you've
already figured out the error, then you'll do well
on TSD rallies.
If you'd like a corrected drawing, send me a
self-addressed, stamped envelope (David
Roach, 10425 Edgewood Ave., Silver Spring,
MD 20901).
In the TSD rally calendar in the March/April
issue, the rally listed for July 11 has been
moved to July 18.®

PRODUCTION NOT6S:
Regrets for our part in the confusion!
Rick Davis at Harrisburg Road

Photo by David Roach

AutoWerke & Autoy
Service, Parts & Accessories for BMW, Porsche & Audi Automobiles
Honest Personal Service—by Professionals
Only highest quality parts—at competitive prices
Same location for 10 years—Close to White Flint Metro

770-0700
4954 Wyaconda Road-Rockville, MD 20852

J J ^ J X E S L i i stone «*]

SPECIAL BMW CCA DISCOUNTS ON RECARO — MOMO — VDO — BILSTEIN — HELLA
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Corner
Calendar

Moy 8-9
Moy 14-15
Moy23
Moy 23
Moy 31
June 6
June 6
June 6
June 5-6....
June 12-13
June 13
June 13
June 13
June 26-27
June 27
July 5
July 11
July 18
July 18
July 24
July 25

BMUUCCR Driver School, Summit Point, WV
Jefferson 500 Vintage Roces, Summit Point, UUV
Corvoir Club Chomp Rutocross, DC Rreo
UUoshington Roily Club Roily. DC Rreo
IAASR GTP/Supercors/Borber Soob, Lime Rock. CT
BMWCCR Rutocross, Londover Moll, MD
SCCRMRRRS Roces, Summit Point, UJV
NRSCRR UUinston Cup, Dover, D€
SCCR Notional Tour Rutocross, Norfolk, VR
IMSR GTP/GTS/Firehawk, Mid-Ohio
Branded Club Roily, Goithersburg, MD
FIR Formulo One GP, Montreo, Conodo
NRSCRR UUinston Cup, Pocono, PR
IMSR -TP/GTS/Supercors/NRSCRR Busch, UJotkins Glen, NV
SCCfl Notionol Roces, Summit Point, UUV
BMUUCCR Driver School, Summit Point, UUV
SCCR MRRRS Roces, Summit Point, LUV
UUosh Roily Club Roily, DC Rreo
NRSCRR UUinston Cup, Pocono, PR
..SCCR Trons-Rm/UUorld Chollenge/Pro Shelby, Lime Rock CT
BMUUCCR Chomp Rutocross, FtMeode, MD

Ken Beard & Sim Miner 'slalom" down the ski slope at Harrisburg Roundtop
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Photo by David Roach

T

he last issue of der Bayerische carried a
description of the first 100,000 miles in my
'87 325is. From November 1991 to March
1993, the car has rolled over another 30,000
miles. Some modifications and broken and
worn-out items have caused substantial expenditures over the last 15 months.
The original shocks were replaced at 104,800
miles. Discussions with numerous parts people, "experts", and other owners produced no
consensus on which model to buy. The
adjustable Koni or Tokico would seem to
enable one to dial in the proper stiffness, but
some swore it was just a marketing gimmick. I
finally made the decision to keep the original
springs so I could stay in the stock autocross
classes. A set of Bilstein Heavy Duty shocks
were obtained at a good price and installed.
Much to my chagrin, the car body now sat .5 to
.75 inch higher than stock. The ride and handling were fine, but it really looked weird. No
one, including Bilstein, could explain why my
car was higher.
I then decided that shorter springs were a
must. Officially, Bilstein says that only their

"Sport" shocks should be used with shorter
springs, but I found that there are many suspension packages that utilize the HD shock.
Again, there is no consensus of opinion on the
pros and cons of progressive rate springs. I
finally decided on the linear rate Korman Sport
Springs (I think they are made by Suspension
Techniques). They lowered the car about .75
inch below stock in front and .5 inch in back.
The ride did not seem any more harsh than
stock. On the other hand, I was disappointed
with the amount of body roll that was still present in hard cornering.

The Next
30,000 Miles
Woody Hair

Shortly after installing the springs, I found a set
of huge anti-sway bars at the Electrodyne Yard
Sale for $25. Measurement showed them to be
25 mm for the front and 21 mm rear. Most aftermarket bars for the E-30 3-series are 21/19mm.
The manufacturer of these bars could not be
determined and there were no end-links or
bushings. Polyurethane bushings and rear
end-links were obtained from Korman, and
front links from Electrodyne/Racing Dynamics.
At the same time time I obtained these items, I
continued on next page

TOMMY'S
SPECIALITIES

"Driving
Summit Point"

USED BMW PARTS

A 25 minute VHS tape showing the
"traditional" line around Summit
Point Raceway from inside and
outside the car, corner by corner.
Recommended for novices and
intermediate drivers.

Engines and Transmissions
Interiors and Body Parts
Many other parts for your

2002, Bavaria, 320, 528e,
528i, 533i, & other BMWs
SHIPPING AVAILABLE
CALL TOMMY

703-830-1742
703 - 830-7937 FAX
12615 Lee Highway
Fairfax, VA 22030

Please send $20 cash,
certified check or money order to:
"Art Jaso"
c/o A. J. Video Services
613 Boston Avenue
TakomaPark, MD 20912

(301)588-0468
Please include self-addressed mailing label.
MD residents add $1.00 sales tax for the Governor.
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The Next
30,000 Miles
continued

got a set of M3 lower control-arm bushings.
Their offset hole adds a slight amount of negative camber to the front wheels. These parts
and the labor necessary to install, and later reenforce the mounting points of, these $25 antisway bars ended up being unbelievably
expensive. Thankfully, the handling and flat
cornering attitude are much more to my liking
now. The negative camber in front has greatly
increased the mileage I get on my track tires
and lap times are better. Were these changes
worth the expense? No way!

Also last summer, it became apparent that the
car was leaking power-steering fluid from one
of the rubber boots. Keeping the reservoir full
necessitated about 1 quart of automatic transmission fluid ($1.30) a month, but I was afraid
of being turned away by some driver school
tech inspector, so after several months, a
remanufactured rack was obtained and
installed. I should note that there was a change
in the model rack used during the '87 model
year. This caused several trips between my
parts supplier and repair shop.

Do Tachometers Hove Ghosts?

My final and biggest trauma during these
130,000 miles occurred on my first run in the
Oktoberfest autocross this past October in
Florida. Shortly after starting, I realized the car
was running on only 5 cylinders. Thinking it
was only a spark plug wire, I finished the 1.5
mile run and sought out Dwight Derr's opinion.
After pulling the valve cover, a broken rocker
arm was found. The next day my car was
trucked to Rennie Bryant's Redline BMW
Performance shop in Pompano Beach. While
the cylinder head was off to replace the $10
rocker arm, a valve job was performed and the
17,000 mile-old timing belt was replaced. The
car was ready to go 31 hours after they
received it. Redline BMW Performance has
been doing the engine work on the 2002
Project Cars of Grassroots Motorsports magazine, and Rennie races an ex-IMSA GTU BMW
325. Their shop may not look like much, but
South Florida is lucky to have them. Everyone
has told me their $827 bill was dirt-cheap.

On the way to work one morning last July, my
tachometer started fluctuating for about 5 minutes, then stopped working altogether. It
worked again at lunch time, then stopped completely that evening. After estimates on possible causes and costs, I decided to live without
a tach for the time being. Over two months
later, while at a driver school at Mid-Ohio, I
suddenly realized the tach was working fine. It
hasn't missed a beat since then either.

J&F MOTORS LTD.
EXCLUSIVELY BMW
iputerizec
Alignment
>el Balance
• Engine Analysis
' tffffl rtTf% .&•}>'{'%*-.

SERVICE Department
ARTS Department
OSED BWrW3a^5
JODY & PAINT Sho]

As the miles roll on, the car seems to have
developed some creaks and rattles - maybe
due to the suspension and sway-bar changes,
the hard use the car has endured, or is it just
old age (the car, not me). Oil consumption is
still about one quart between 3,000 mile
changes. The clutch and exhaust system are
still original! It doesn't win as many autocross
trophies in the Street-Prepared class now, but
my 325is remains the best car I have ever
owned. &
Note: See opposite page tor the costs of this joy!

4076 S. Four Mile Run Drive
Arlington, Virginia 22206

703-671-7757
FAX 703-671-0361
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The Next
30,000 Miles

R€PMC€M€NT/R€PniRS B6V0ND
NORMAL S6RVIC6, TIR€S, BRRK€ PRDS
Mll€S

IT€M

TOTAL COST*

104,800
106,982
106,982
106,982
117,935
120,-72
122,929
124,071
129,360

BILSTEIN HD SHOCKS AND BUSHINGS
FRONT BRAKE ROTORS

$650.52
155.00

CAM TIMING BELT
MOTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR CAP

215.95
70.57

STEERING RACK, ALIGNMENT
THERMOSTAT

668.15
26.39

ROCKER ARM, VALVE JOB AND TIMING BELT

827.13

RECOMMENDED VALVE ADJUSTMENT

51.00

AUXILIARY FAN RELAY

11.18
$2,675.89

* including labor if applicable

Specialists

Setting Industry Standards
The Best in
Performance Repair

We like to share our enjoyment of high performance BMWs with others. Our professional
technicians will meet your expectations.
Whether your BMW is only used for long drives in the country, the daily commute, or BMW
club events, AutoThority would like to work with you. Our technicians have extensive
experience with BMWs and understand how to make your car perform.

\flutoThoriOk
2763 Pickett Road, Fairfax, VA 22031
HOURS M-F 9AM-6PM, Sat. by Appt. Only
703-323-7830

Shuttle to and from Metro

Our sister company, AutoThority Performance Engineering, offers the only line of full-range
performance software for BMW, Mazda, Nissan, Porsche, and VW... with thirty day, unconditional quarantee!
For product and price information... 703-323-0919.
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New Members
New MCMBCR

venR/Mc
'89 525i

IMPORTANT NCIUS!
Latest Total Number
of NCC Members;

Albers, Michael
Bates, Heather
& Richard
Belanger, William

2010

Benson, Wayne
Brannon, Ray

'80 528i
'92 318is

We have ultimately
passed our 2002
markl
Thanks to all those
whose efforts made
this possible.

Burman, Harry

'83 633 CSi

Cassis, George
Chang, Daniel
Dachille, Timothy

SPONSOR

'80 728i
2002

McNees, Randy
Thomas Barrett
McQueen, Pearly
& Angela

Dance, Lee
Davis, Nate

'87 635 CSi '90 735i
7 1 2002
Steve Dance
Jim Koca
'91 850i

Dempster,
Robin & Marilyn

'525 i A Touring

Doman, Ronald
Dorsey, Richard

'83 735
'86 528e

Eale, Mason
Ernouf, William

'87 325

Feggans, Andrew
Filemyr, Steven

'87 325is
'84 318i

Dick Bergen
Passport BMW
Alan Goldblatt

French, Ronald
Gamble, Scott

'84 633 CSi BMW of Fairfax

Gardner, Ann

'92 318is

Giles, Tom
Gilson, Susan
Glasser, Michael

R.Peystaloski

Grove, Robin

7 6 2002

Hartz, James
Hill, R. D.

'88 325is
'84 528e

R. Loveland
George Olde

Ingersol, Emmett & Kim
Jackson, James
'86 528e
Kaplan, Peter

J. Ken worthy
Alan Bolden

Kapur, Ashish
Karow, Robert

'80 528i

Klesius, Amy
David Tapparo
Knight, Patricia
Koshar, Andrew

325is Cabriolet

Levandowski, R.
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'85 318i

Richard, Neil
Roland, Michael

Samson, Steven
& Adrienne
David Roach
Samuelson, Neil

Doug Crow
Mike Mills

M. Yaworski
M. Greenberg
Russ Parise

'88 735i
7 9 320i
'93 325i
'86 325e
'84 318i
'92 325is
'90 Acura Integra
'87 325is

Selby, Richard
'89 535i

Gonzalez, Robinsor '85 535is,
'86 635 CSi BMW of Fairfax
Graham, Garth

Lambert, Mark
Langley, Kim
Leake, Craig

Pfordte, Richard
Pomerleau, Jim
& Nancy

Rushin, Gary
Salaam, Yasser

'87 325i

'87 325i Cabriolet

Milling, James
'87 635 CSi
Moran, James
'88 M6
Mossinghoff, Gerald
Norton, Jim
'80 320i
7 0 2002
Paige, Sidney
'80 320i
Pawsat, Brian
Paez, John Fabricio '92 325is
Payne, David

Fitzpatrick, Stephen
Flock, Nanette

Maloney, Paul
7 6 2002
Monoogian, Brian
Maraugha, Theresa
Marshall, Michelle '87 325i

'83 633 CSi

Setzer, Jerry
Sinclair, Van

'86 535i

Smith, Daniel M.
Smith, Jeffrey
Spencer, Stuart
Srisawat, Kitiphan

::
'90 535i

Streigel, Scott
Sturdivant, Rodric
Turner, C. Brian
Van Der Veer, P. W.
Villalba, Ernesto

'84
'85
'80
79
'84

533i
325e
320i
320i,
318i

E. Aitkenhead
J & F Motors
BMW of Fairfax
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Volstad, John
Walker, Micheal

'93 325is

Warren, Margaret

'90 325 Cabriolet

WiI mouth, Terry
Bill Wear
7 6 2002
'92 325is
'84 325e

Don Whitaker

Winkler, Larry
Zavora, Thaddeus

"80 320i
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ormally I don't get involved in picking out
particular products to rave about, but
recently I have used two items that I feet
deserve mention. I drive a 1980 528i with over
200,000 miles. The following two products have
given me a big "bang for the buck."

To Advertise in der Bauerische
Call the dB Advertising Manager,
Kevin Cowley

John Kentuorthy

1. Blonde Motorsport "short shift kit." This
reduces your throw by approx 40% plus gives
your shifter that crisp feel. If you are interested,
Dwight Derr can obtain the kit though the "Club
Store." The average kit is $100.00 and helps
make the car feel new again.

3 0 1 / 9 5 3 . 2 9 0 2 eves
for rate sheet.specs, or to place your ad.
Advertising copy deadlines:
Camera-ready art
same as copy deadline

2. Performance Friction "Carbon Metallic brake
pads." I always used Ferodo until last year's
O'fest. I tried the carbon pads at Sebring, the
autocross, and for everyday use. They last
longer, feel better, and no degrading of the
rotor is evident. They pay for themselves in
longevity. See the OG Racing advertisement in
this issue.®

Changes or new art ad copy
one week prior to copy deadline
Send camera-ready copy to
Andrew Short at:
Bumper Crop Studios
6939 33rd Street, NW
Washington, DC 20015
202/966.1891

AUTO-THERAPY, INC.
MASTER
CHAPTERS
AUTO REBUILDING
AND REFINISHEVG, INC.
Independent

Porsche-BMW

Engine

and Custom

Hi-Performance
Discount

Parts

• Friday

and

Accessories
Members

8:00 to 6:00

10:00 to 2:00 Parts & Car Pick-up

Tracy Maatsch,

Factory-Trained

Roger Bratter,

Porsche

Danny Slane, Factory-Trained
12255

Facility

Nebel

Street,

7406-7408 Westmore Road
Rockville. MD 20850

(301)251-9410-11

Work

to BMWCCA

Monday
Saturday

Service

Only

BMW Technician
Technician
Porsche

Rockville,

Technician

HOURS: 8:30 — 6:00
ESTIMATES: 9:00 — 5:00
Saturday By Appointment
Only

W e Have Expanded
We Now Offer:
Rust Proofing
Exterior Polishing
Glass Repairs
Used Body Parts
Interior Cleaning
(BMW-Mercedes-Volvo)
Rental Cars at Low Rates
Shuttle to Rockville Metro

Maryland

Directions: From the Beltway to 355 N.,take a right onto
Randolph Rd. to the second traffic light, turn
on Nebel St. and left into the parking lot.
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Tech Tip:
Building fl
Foster 325e
reprinted courtesy
of the
Genesee Volley
Chapter
Roy Hopkins

H

aving owned and driven a wide variety of
BMWs, from rusty smoking 2002's to a Euro
635i, I was surprised how different my 1985
325e (bought this spring) felt from all the previous cars. It was not that the chassis felt looser,
or the fabulous BMW handling and ride were
missing; what surprised me was how different
the motor felt. Instead of the high strung power
band I was used to, the motor pulled like an
American V-8 at 2000 rpm, delivering great
low-end torque and good (28 mpg) gas
mileage even with spirited driving. At Mid-Ohio,
its first drivers school, the torque was most
noticeable coming out of slow corners. The
325e would out pull most modified 2002's, until
they got up on their cam. But, 325i's would just
plain walk away from the stock 2.7 beta motor.

ly; there were no leaks, misses, or driveability
problems. The only item that needed adjusted
was the idle speed. I couldn't wait to get to the
track and try out the new gearing and
improved powerband. On the way to the track,
the seat of the pants power gain was immediately noticeable, as was the 5mpg drop in gas
mileage. The car pulled cleanly into the new
higher rev limiter and needed to be shifted
much sooner with the shorter gearing. Low end
torque did not seem to suffer much as the car
could be idled through towns at 1500 rpm without protest. At the track, the car easily pulled
away from stock 325e's and could stay with
stock 325is's. This was the first BMW I've had
since the 635i that would pull cleanly up the hill
out of the boot.

A 325e has several things working against it.
Because of the beta tuning, the rev limiter is set
at a very low 4750 rpm. Also, because of the
low speed torque and economy goals, the
gearing is a very tall 2.79 to 1. Since I wanted
more power for drivers school and did not mind
a slight decrease in fuel mileage, Joe Ajavon
and I set out to modify the beta motor to
produce more top end power.

Is the conversion worth it? YES-the cost per hp
is the best BMW engine modification you can
do. It was much cheaper and easier than the
traditional 2002 piston-cam-header-carb
upgrade.and yielded more useable power with
no driveability sacrifice. Sure it would be nice
to have a 325is, but modifying a 325e (especially if you already own one) is a lot less
money than obtaining a 325i. Plus, used 325e's
are becoming great used car buys.

Parts needed:
1. Improved camshaft-l used a new stock 325i
cam.
2. Improved full management chip-raised rev
limiter to 5800 rpm.
3. Set of complete 325i valve springs.
4. Head Gasket Set.
5. Higher numeric rear gearing (325is differential-3.73:1) many other ratios are available, for
example-2.98, 3.45, 3.64, 3.91, 4.10.
Labor
Several options are available, but since the
head is going to be off anyway to put in the
cam and springs, it makes sense to do a valve
job if you have over 40,000 miles. I chose to
replace my 100K mile motor with one I had
brought from a roll-over with only 15K miles on
it. The cam and springs were installed and all
major components inspected,and of course the
timing belt was replaced. Switching motors
wasn't too bad, some of the transmission bolts
were hard to reach, but other than that, the
work was straight forward.
After a few nights of bolt twisting,the car was
first started with the new upgraded 2.7L motor
the morning of the June Watkins Glen Driver's
School. Amazingly, everything worked perfect-
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What's next? Maybe a bigger throttle body, a
free-flow exhaust system and a higher rev limit
in the chip. More power is an addiction! ®

pair of BMW M5s are running in IMSA's
Supercar Series this year. The cars were
race-prepared in England and the team has
established their U.S. headquarters somewhere in Pennsylvania. One of the regular drivers is David Donohue, son of the former
Trans-Am, Can-am, and Indy 500 champ Mark
Donohue. Mark suffered a fatal injury while running in the NASCAR Busch grand National
series. The other driver is Englishman Chris
Hodgetts. The first Supercar race of the season
was though the streets of Miami. Donohue's M5
was seriously damaged in practice and
Hodgetts' car ran behind most of the Lotus
Esprits, Porsche 911 Turbos, and Corvettes.
One of the BMWs was entered in the
Invitational Class in the Sebring 12-Hour Race.
This class is supposed to be for production
sports cars and was won by a specially built
Porsche 911 Turbo driven by Hans Stuck and
Hurley Haywood. The M5 was fifth in class and
twentieth overall behind and other Porsche and
two Corvettes. It was the only 4-door in the
race. There is a chance the M5 race car will be
on display at the Electrodyne/Racing Dynamics
Open House in Alexandria on June 20.

A

Finishing one spot behind the BMW was
Charlottesville BMW/Porsche dealer Oliver
Kuttner in a Porsche Carrera. Oliver had taken
a Porsche off his showroom floor three weeks
before the Daytona 24-Hour Race in February.
Supposedly with little more preparation than a
roll-bar and fuel cell, the car finished either
14th or 16th. IMSA's crazy rules allow a driver
to participate in several car and he is shown in
the results in more than on Porsche. In the
"good-old days" of racing, no more than two
drivers would share a car for 24 hours. Now, as
many as seven different drivers share one car
at Daytona. Some of this is due to the
Sponsorship money that the drivers can add to
the effort. Hopefully you will be able to see
Oliver defend his Jefferson 500 title at Summit
Point on May 16 with his BMW M1 Procar.
SPEEDSHIFTS: It sounds like there may be as
many as 15 BMW 2002s running in the SCCA
MARRS series at Summit Point this year. In
addition to the regular BMWCCA driver school
"graduates", several experienced racers are
switching to Bimmers because it has proven to
be the only make with a chance of winning in
the popular Improved Touring - B class. The
next MARRS race is June 6...
Our first chapter autocross of the year, one
week before the big blizzard, drew a record
turnout of 35 or so cars. David Lassalle drove

his stock 325is to first place on both the morning and afternoon courses. Afterwards, David
said he really likes his new sponsor, Merchants
Tire Company. Full results of the autocross
should be elsewhere in this issue...
Chapter members Ken Beard and Jim Miner
entered the SCCA Pro Rally run on the snow
and ice-covered logging trails of Maine last
December. While on one of the "specialstages" (flat-out speed sections), Ken rolled his
Omni GLH onto its roof. After much effort they
were able to right the car, but it was hopelessly
high-centered until a one of their competitors
stopped for about 30 seconds to tow them
back onto the road. Ken and Jim didn't bring
back any trophies, but they did go on to finish
the rally. CRUNCH.®
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Cars for Sale
'72 2002TH, car runs fine but has a rusted out
drivers floorboard, 172K miles, sunroof, AC,
body is in good shape, front fenders are new,
repainted ice blue, blue and black interior in
perfect condition, $1000 whole or will part out.
Call Phil 410/281.0075 eves.
7 6 2002, rusted shock towers but lots of good
parts. Whole or parts, $600. Call Phil
410/281.0075 eves.
'80 528I, 117K. 5-sp, A/C. S/R. stereo, alloys.
recent Yokohama AVS U+4, exhaust, clutch.
Flofit, Suspension Techniques, VDO, Bosch
fogs. Synthetic in all sumps. Polaris/Navy. This
is a solid, reliable car, driven daily. Anything
even remotely suspect was replaced when I got
it just over a year ago. Everything works. Even
the toolkit and flashlight are there! $4500. Pete
Cage, 310/253.1320 eves, 258.5923 days. See
article in August, 1991 Road & Track for more
info...
1989 750IL, Dolphin gray-black leather. 65K, all
original, all fac. recalls & maintenance, $35,000
or B.O., mint condition. Dennis McGuire
301/663.4357.
1974 2002ti, Maroon/black int., one perfect
track car, needs nothing, $4,000 Firm. Mike
410/727.3110 days, 410/484.4620 eves.
1983 320is, White/black interior, excellent condition - $4,000 Firm. 410/727.3110 days.
410/484.4620 eves.
'83 320is, White on white, charcoal cloth
Recaro interior, 5 spd., A/C, 44K, garaged,
never driven in the snow, concours car (trophies to show), oil change every 2K, sunroof,
"S" package. You have seen on the cover of
dB. Carl 703/978.6018 eves.
1973 2002, Green/tan. 4 speed, 300K, good
cond.. B.O. Greg 703/912.6991.
1979 323I, Blue/Fan interior, 4 spd., 64K, New
rebuilt head. A/C, Alloys. $3,000 B.O. Call Andy
301/890.7776 eves.
1979 635 CSI, Silver/Black interior, 5 spd. close
ratio, Rebuilt engine, A/C, Leather recaros, 16"
Alpina wheels. $7,000 B.O. Call Andy
301/890.7776 eves.
1977 320I, White/Tan interior, 4 spd., sunroof,
A/C, rebuilt engine, Modified engine - 304 cam,
Webers 45 DCOE, 10.5 pistons, 14" wheels,
$2,000 Sony stereo system. $3,500 B.O. Call
Andy 301/495.0159 eves.
1990 525I, Green/Tan leather interior, automatic, A/C, sunroof, heated seats, limited slip,
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P-600 tires, 43K, Ext. warranty 6 yr/72K
bumper to bumper. $22,900 B.O. Call Paul
301/350.1988 eves.
1972 2002tii, Silver/Blue interior, very clean.
$4,000 or B.O. 410/224.0020 days,
410/269.0176 eves.
2002 Til, 72 Complete Kuegal Fischer F.I.
System w/2 sets of injectors, BEHR A/C complete, center consoles, Blaupunkt stereo w/cassette & 2 rear speakers, rear seat tan, interior
panels front & rear heater system, steering
wheel, Scheel seats tan, floor mats F&R. Steve,
eves: 703/788.8331.
1970 2002, VIN 1676186. Agave, brown Skai,
older restoration with all new body panels, no
rust, excellent paint, 40 DCOE Webers, 300 factory cam, sway bars, special springs, stock
appearing screamer. Killer Sony stereo, complete parts car VIN 1678385, MANY new and
used parts included. Asking $5,000. Bill
703/620.2698 eves.
1977 320i, Pristine cond. wrecked 1/2/93 parts
available. Hartge suspension, strut bar tii dist.,
85K on original eng., trans rebuilt w/4K, tan
interior is flawless, BBS wheels (2 sets) blk.
14x6, gold 13x6, 3 mo. old stereo - Infinity
Kappa 63, 6 1/4 (4), (1) Sony XP-100 4 Ch. 30
watts per channel, extra part (all new), hoses,
water pump, bra (all used), orig. suspension,
dist.. Stahl header and more. Bob Crigler,
Richmond. 804/358.7608 eves.
76' 2002, Great track toy. Dual sidedraft
Webers, Stahl headers, Ansa exhaust, closeratio 5 spd., 4 pt. racing harness, lowered
adjusted castor, Schrick cam, make offer.
David 202/363.1360.

Ports for Sole
Momo wheels, four, 13x5.5, for 2002, with
Vredestein ST tires. Radial spoke design, similar to 320i alloys. $200 for the set. Call David
Roach 301/593.3285.
Kamei Front Air Dam for 2002, $50, Bosch
Rectangular fog lights $50. Call Greg
202/328.1494.
2002 parts, 2 bbl. intake $100; propellor shaft,
rebuildable spicer u-joints, H-D, $125, Call
Chris at 410/267.6242 mornings and weekends.
Subwoofer cabinet, custom made to fit in trunk
of 1982-88 5 series. Complete with two 8- or 10inch speakers, which may or may not work.
Free to good home. Call David Roach
310/593.3285.®

THE P MO...
QUINTESSENTIAL
PIRELLI.

Original equipment on the 203-mph
Lamborghini Diablo, the Ferrari F40
and the new Testarossa, the ultralow-profile P Zero is essentially a
street-legal Formula One race tire.
It offers outstanding grip, traction
and stability, wet or dry. Tested to
speeds of 217 mph.

.d
9101 Brookville Rd.
SILVER SPRING, MD

(301)585-2740
llRELLI
Original equipment on the world's finest.

National Capital Chapter
BMW CCA
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Arlington, VA 22216
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